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Two Fabry–Perot quantum cascade lasers are used in a differential dual comb configuration to perform rapidly swept
dispersion spectroscopy of low-pressure nitrous oxide with
<1 ms acquisition time. Active feedback control of the
laser injection current enables simultaneous wavelength
modulation of both lasers at kilohertz rates. The system
demonstrates similar performance in both absorption
and dispersion spectroscopy modes and achieves a noiseequivalent
p absorption figure of merit in the low
10−4 ∕ Hz range. © 2017 Optical Society of America
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Mid-IR Fabry–Perot quantum cascade laser (FP-QCL)–based
spectroscopy can potentially address a large spectroscopic application space by providing a unique combination of narrow
instrumental linewidths and broad spectral coverage provided
by coherent multimode light sources. Unlike many other
spectroscopic techniques that are able to cover wide spectral
bandwidths, a FP-QCL–based spectrometer does not use
any moving parts, which enables ultrafast acquisition times
(∼μs) that are ultimately limited by data transfer speeds and
processing algorithms. The most common implementation of
multimode spectroscopy is the dual-comb spectroscopy (DCS)
technique [1], which is based on a pair of frequency comb lasers
with slightly different optical mode spacing. By spectrally overlapping the two frequency combs at the surface of a square law
detector, an optical multiheterodyne mixing process occurs.
This allows for the optical spectrum to be effectively downconverted to the radio-frequency domain, where reliable instrumentation and well-established detection procedures are
available for multiheterodyne spectroscopy (MHS) signal
extraction. Most of the work on DCS has been performed
in the near-IR due to the accessibility of stable frequency comb
sources covering this spectral region [2]. However, access to the
mid-IR part of the spectrum enables probing of the fundamental rotational-vibrational transitions of many molecules that
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have important roles in various applications including environmental monitoring [3], industrial process control [4], and
medical diagnostics [5]. The absorption cross sections in the
mid-IR can be orders of magnitude greater than at near-IR,
and therefore several different approaches to implement
mid-IR MHS have recently been proposed. These include difference frequency generation from coherent near-IR sources
[6], optical parametric oscillators [7], microresonators [8],
and multimode FP-QCLs [9]. FP-QCLs in particular offer
an interesting potential for development of pure electronically
controlled multiheterodyne light sources that can be integrated
on a single semiconductor chip, which could offer cost-effective
and high-resolution (<0.0001 cm−1 ) mid-IR spectrometers
with broadband spectral coverage (>100 cm−1 ) and rapid
response times (<1 μs). The coherence properties of these
multimode light sources have been studied in both the mid-IR
[9] and the terahertz [10], and frequency comb operation
has been achieved by careful dispersion engineering of the devices [11,12].
A majority of contemporary QCL-based dual comb systems
relies on measurements of the attenuation of the light as it
propagates through the sample. Although this type of measurement is intuitively straightforward and relatively easy to perform, there are a number of challenging applications that
would benefit from measurements of the light dispersion
(phase) within the probed medium [13]. A typical example is
the measurement of strongly absorbing species (>10%), which
normally requires a nonlinear correction of the exponential
Beer–Lambert’s law, while sample dispersion shows linear
dependence on species concentration. Also, dispersion measurements are less sensitive to intensity fluctuations, and any
amplitude drift and noise that can occur in MHS, such as
RF noise in the detector electronics or fluctuations in heterodyne efficiency due to variations in the optical wavefront, can
be largely suppressed. An intrinsic property of MHS is its
ability to instantly access spectroscopic information associated
with any or all available optical modes. This offers an unmatched opportunity of combining broadband and highresolution measurements within the same system. This work
is focused specifically on a proof-of-concept demonstration
of high-resolution absorption and dispersion spectra of nitrous
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oxide (N2 O) through analog mixing of two multiheterodyne
beat notes to demonstrate the important functionalities available with a mid-IR FP-QCL multiheterodyne spectrometer.
These systems can operate in two modes of detection, conventional broadband MHS and single beat note high-resolution
swept MHS, which in combination with their rapid response
times provide a unique potential for a versatile, pure electronically controlled mid-IR chemical sensing system. A brief
discussion on the potential expansion of the basic principles
of the presented technique to retrieve spectroscopic dispersion
information from all accessible multiheterodyne beat notes in a
parallel manner is also provided.
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.
The optical core configuration of the system is similar to that
reported in our earlier works [14,15], with important modifications that include a reference detector and a phase comparator for dispersion measurements. The reference detector is
used to realize a differential detection scheme, where two fast
photodetectors (VIGO systems, PV-4TE-10.6, 3 dB cutoff
at >1.1 GHz) are used as optical heterodyne mixers and
two multimode FP-QCLs are used as light sources. The lasers
emit a broadband multimode optical spectrum in the
1150–1210 cm−1 range with an optical mode spacing of ∼40.8
and ∼40.64 GHz, for the signal (Sig.) and local oscillator (LO)
laser, respectively. The light emitted from each FP-QCL is divided into two beams and each heterodyne mixer (photodetector) receives light from both lasers adhering to the dual-detector
DCS scheme [9]. One beam derived from the signal laser passes
through a 100 mm sample cell (PIKE Technologies) containing
pure N2 O at 10 Torr of absolute pressure. N2 O exhibits a
multitude of narrow absorption features within the lasers’ tuning range, which permits demonstration of the high-resolution
capabilities of MHS. The reference detector receives light that
did not interact with the sample. By frequency tuning the LO
laser through the injection current, the RF beat notes can be
placed at any arbitrary RF frequency. For convenience, the
frequency of the beat note coinciding with the target N2 O transition was chosen to be equal to a quarter of the free spectral
range difference (ΔFSR) of the two lasers, which places the
target beat note at a frequency of ΔFSR∕4 and ensures that
both folded and non-folded beat notes are equidistant (separated by ΔFSR∕2) throughout the entire RF spectrum [1].
This effectively doubles the number of accessible beat notes
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within the available detector bandwidth (1.1 GHz in our case).
The injection currents of both lasers are continuously scanned
using synchronized 1 kHz triangular waveforms from two
arbitrary waveform generators. In addition to the synchronized
scan, the lasers are frequency-locked to each other, which
assures stability of the two lasers during the frequency scan
across the absorption feature. Ramp rates exceeding 10 kHz
introduced a noticeable locking instability, thereby degrading
the spectroscopic results. For that reason, a ramping rate of
1 kHz was chosen as a compromise between measurement
stability and relatively short spectral scan time.
The detector signals were amplified by two low-noise RF
amplifiers (HD Communications HD28110) and measured
by two real-time spectrum analyzers (Tektronix RSA6101A/
5103A) that recorded frequency and amplitude time traces
within a bandwidth of 20 MHz around the center frequency
of the targeted beat note. In addition, an RF splitter followed by
a bandpass filter was introduced in the reference signal path to
provide an input to the frequency discriminator locking circuit.
A schematic of the frequency discriminator system is shown in
Fig. 2. It is based on a 9th order Butterworth low-pass filter
(∼2.3 dB∕MHz) with a cutoff frequency that corresponds
to approximately ΔFSR∕4. Relative frequency offset between
the two lasers was stabilized by active feedback control of
the injection current to one of the lasers. The error signal was
obtained via a frequency discriminator, which converts frequency variations of the first multiheterodyne RF beat note
(used in this experiment) to a voltage signal used as an input
to a proportional-integral-differential (PID) controller (SRS
SIM960, 100 kHz bandwidth) that actively controls the injection current to one of the lasers. It should be noted that the
limited bandwidth of the PID-controller was not sufficient
to reduce the linewidths of the beat notes, but was effective
in stabilization of the beat notes’ center frequencies.
In Fig. 3, the stability of the frequency discriminator locking
scheme is presented in both a time-series measurement of the
beat note center frequency and the corresponding Allan
deviation plot. As can be seen in the figure, the unlocked configuration exhibits a significant frequency drift after ∼10 seconds, whereas the locked configuration remains stable during
the entire duration of the measurement. This enabled rapid
simultaneous frequency tuning of both lasers and ensured that
the beat notes stayed within their demodulation bandwidth

Fig. 1. Schematic of the differential dispersion spectroscopy setup. Two FP-QCLs are used in the dual comb configuration with two detectors.
The RF beat notes from the detector signals are measured by two separate real-time spectrum analyzers. Two bandpass filters are used to isolate a
particular beat note from the signal detector and the corresponding beat note from the reference detector. The phase difference between these two
beat notes is measured by a phase detector and recorded by an oscilloscope. For details on the locking procedure see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the frequency discriminator locking circuit.
The RF signal from the reference detector is split into two paths; one undergoes a frequency independent attenuation (20 dB), whereas the other is
low-pass filtered. The attenuated signals are used as inputs to an Analog
Devices RF gain and phase detector, which outputs a frequency dependent
voltage used to actively stabilize the beat note frequencies. RF IN,
radio-frequency input; LNA, low noise amplifier; BPF, band-pass filter.
(b) Filter characteristics of the ninth order Butterworth low-pass filter
around the desired beat note frequency. The left inset shows the filter circuit, and the right inset shows the filter characteristics over a 100 MHz span.
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extracting a single beat note from the RF spectrum. In
Fig. 4(a), the time-dependent power of a beat note attenuated
by interaction with the R35e transition of N2 O is shown. The
data were acquired at a 150 MS/s sampling frequency during a
1 ms triangular current scan (∼1.5 mA pp ). This corresponds to
an optical frequency scan of ∼1 GHz that could be performed
at any arbitrarily selected center frequency. Scans with larger
amplitudes introduced laser instabilities, and thus scans covering a full-spectral range could not be realized with this FP-QCL
pair. Two synchronized real-time spectrum analyzers were used
to simultaneously measure the RF beat notes from both detectors. Each of the data points shown in Fig. 4(a) represent an
8 μs time-window averaged beat note power, chosen to maximize averaging while not distorting the line shape during the
fast scan. The beat note power has been normalized with respect to the reference beat note, which cancels the majority
of the common mode amplitude noise. However, amplitude
noise that is not in common mode, such as fringes from the
absorption cell or different RF noise characteristics in the detector signal paths, cannot be canceled by this procedure. The
non-random noise features of the fit residual are clear evidence
of the aforementioned phenomena. The short-term detection
limit for absorption measurements has been estimated based on
the standard deviation of the residuals obtained from spectral
fits using line-by-line models based on the HITRAN database
[16]. The residuals shown in Fig. 4(a) result in a bandwidth

throughout the measurements, which simplified the postprocessing of the data.
High-resolution swept-frequency absorption and dispersion
measurements of low-pressure N2 O were performed by

Fig. 3. (a) Time-series measurement of the detuning of the center
frequency of the 40 MHz beat note in the unlocked (blue) and locked
(red) configurations. (b) The corresponding Allan deviation plot clearly
demonstrates the improved relative frequency stability of the system.

Fig. 4. (a) Normalized beat note power for the beat note at
40 MHz. The reference detector signal has been used to correct the
baseline. Each data point represents a time-window averaging of 8 μs.
The data were acquired with a 1 kHz triangular ramp applied simultaneously to both FP-QCLs. The solid line shows a HITRAN fit
[16] based on a Voigt absorption line shape using the R35e N2 O transition at 1199.3576 cm−1 . (b) The corresponding phase measurement
obtained by detection of the differential phase between the two
40 MHz beat notes measured by the signal and reference detectors.
The solid line represents a HITRAN fit [16] based on a Voigt
dispersion line shape using the same transition.
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normalized
noise-equivalent absorption (NEA) of 2.8 × 10−4 ∕
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Hz. This is approximately an order of magnitude improvement of the NEA with respect to our earlier work [15], which is
largely due to the increased frequency scan rate of the system,
permitted by the additional frequency-locking stability.
For the dispersion measurements both detector signals are
bandpass filtered around the desired beat note frequency
(ΔFSR∕4 in this case) and supplied to the inputs of a phase
detector (Analog Devices AD8302), which measures the phase
difference of the two beat notes. Since the beat note from the
signal channel is affected by the molecular interaction while
both signal and reference beat notes share the same phase noise
from the laser sources, the differential phase measurement effectively cancels a large portion of any common mode phase
noise. As shown in Fig. 1, the output from the phase detector
is measured and recorded by a 100 MHz mixed signal oscilloscope (2.5 GS/s). The recorded output from the phase detector
is shown in Fig. 4(b). Since this measurement is inherently differential, no further post-processing needs to be performed
to
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
extract the dispersion spectrum. The NEA of 3.0 × 10−4 ∕ Hz
was calculated based on the dispersion spectrum residuals, using the absorption measurement as a reference. Equivalently,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ a
minimum detectable phase change of 6.6 × 10−6 rad∕ Hz can
be deduced from Fig. 4(b). It should be emphasized that the
baseline in the dispersion spectrum is typically less complex
than in the absorption spectra. While the fit in Fig. 4(a) used
a second-order polynomial for the baseline, Fig. 4(b) was only
corrected for a constant offset. The majority of the fringelike residuals are induced by the windows of the gas cell, which
can be addressed by a proper optical design that includes
anti-reflection coatings, wedged windows, and angled optical
interfaces.
In conclusion, a rapidly swept mid-IR QCL-based MHS
system operating at 8.5 μm and capable of extracting highresolution dispersion spectra recorded with one of the FP-QCL
modes has been demonstrated. The system offers a response
time of less than 1 ms and allows for simultaneous acquisition
of absorption and dispersion spectra. The system is frequency
stabilized using a cost-effective frequency discriminator circuit
to provide relative optical frequency stability during the laser
tuning at kilohertz rates. The assessment of dispersion spectra
effectively suppresses the influence of beat note amplitude
noise, typically limiting the sensitivity of conventional absorption-based multiheterodyne mid-IR systems. In addition, it
negates the need of real-time power normalization of the detector signal, which is otherwise necessary to avoid inaccuracies
when acquiring data subjected to transmission fluctuations.
Such conditions may typically occur during the monitoring
of transient chemical reactions in noisy environments, which
is often the case for combustion processes, where the rapid response time of a multiheterodyne dispersion system may potentially be a viable solution. Finally, the current proof of concept
is restricted to analog demodulation of a single-mode dispersion
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spectrum and its extension to multimode acquisition would
require implementation of parallel frequency-selective phase
detection. Alternatively, the basic mechanism of phase detection can be implemented via digital signal processing of the
entire RF spectrum using computational phase-retrieval and
coherent-averaging algorithms [17].
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